The Robots of Tomy.
High tech for home entertainment.

TOMY ®
Omni-bot. For kids and the kid in every adult.

Here is a robot you can really feel at home with. It's your own personal electronic butler friend or pet, so close to the real thing that you might be tempted to name him "Meadows" or "Rover."

Amuse friends as the pre-programmed Omni-bot enters the room carrying a tray of popcorn and refreshments, serves them to your guests, recites a poem you have personally written (with flashing eyes), then retires discreetly to the kitchen, awaiting your next command.

And this is just one of a series of exercises you can teach him: Omni-bot is radio controlled and also can be programmed to function on your orders. It speaks, delivers objects and tells on board clock, which also serves as a wake-up alarm, can remember up to 7 different programs.

- Omni-bot — for kids and the kid in every adult.

Ver-bot. Your wish is his command.

This obedient servant is a constant source of entertainment. It recognizes your voice and responds only to your commands. And it possesses an incredible memory — eight separate functions.

Imagine a friend dropping a small object. Immediately Ver-bot is on the scene. He moves forward, picks it up, returns it with an eye-flashing smile and smartly exits.

You'll have fun ordering Ver-bot around. The 8 commands in its memory — from move forward on step to pick up my keys, will be carried out at the sound of your voice.

It's the perfect machine for all kids and the kid in every adult.

Ding-bot. Mechanized laughter with a serious design.

Ding-bot, the smallest Tomy robot, and the most loveable. It will amaze and delight kids of all ages when you let this little fellow loose.

His antics will produce immediate laughter. Ding-bot is the comediante of robots, as he walks into things, chatters urgently (How rude! he seems to say) then moves on, ever seeking new directions.

Ding-bot — the little robot with a huge appeal for everyone — especially kids and the kid in every adult.